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Introduction: Micrometeorite impacts grinds surface 

rocks and the produced lunar soil is excited by solar ra-
diations (UV radiation, solar wind), which electrostati-
cally produce the levitating lunar dust cloud as observed 
first by Surveyor-5 [1,2]. Related experiments for a Hun-
veyor educational space probe instruments were reported 
[3,4,5]. We constructed experiments to observe how the 
levitating dust cloud change after local sunset and before 
sunrise on the Moon. An educational counterpart of these 
experiments, tailored for the Hunveyor-Husar educational 
probe system, is able to observe floating dust on Earth. A 
laser source and a camera is the basic instrumentation for 
the Pathfinder type probe system of Hunveyor lander con-
tact with Husar rover. 

Horizon glow observed by Surveyors; traverse of 

the levitating dust over Apollo LEAM: In the 1960s at 
least three Surveyor probes observed the horizon glow: 
Surveyor-5, -6 and -7. These observations were made 
after passing of the local terminator (day and night range), 
and showed the levitating dust layer far away at the hori-
zon. Apollo 17 LEAM experiments also indicated: „pri-
marily detected fine lunar dust grains transported at slow 
speeds across the lunar surface at local sunrise.”  

Electrostatically charged particles are levitating be-
cause they are repelled by a like-charged (+) surface. By 
this proposal we had to aims: (1) teaching electrostatic 
effects on the illuminated dusty surfaces and (2) carrying 
out experiments: how to observe the changes in levitating 
dust-pillow, when appear and how can it be visualized 
that dust-pillow gradually advances in the vicinity of a 
space probe. (Both forward and backward scattering light 
effects were considered.) The horizon glow is produced 
by the forward scattering light on the dust.  

Physical characteristics of the levitating dust layer: 
Illuminated lunar surface is charged because of the solar 
UV radiation causing electric field in the order of a few 
V/m [6]. However, even higher electric field forces being 
generated at the boundary region between dark and light-
ened surfaces due to the changing of the charging during 
the traverse [7,8]. This can occur during a shadow mov-
ing but it can be the case in every two weeks period of 
sunset or sunrise events. It would be an interesting chal-
lenge to observe the changing density of the levitating 

dust pillow over surface during the moving boundary 
between the illuminated and the dark surface region. The 
comparison of the cases „beginning of the lunar night” 
and the „end of the lunar night” would be also interesting. 
Therefore we planned an experiment to mount on Hun-
veyor and Husar educational space probe assemblage in 
order to observe the density changes of the levitating dust 
layer. This work continued our earlier surface physics and 
chemistry measuring robotics [9,10]. 

Measuring assemblage: The main components of our 
instrumentation consist of a laser source, a mirror, a lens 
and a camera. The measurements are based on the optical 
measuring of the intensity of the (forward) scattered laser 
light coming from the levitating dust grains.  

Measuring scattered light from the dust particles: 
The experiment designed in such a way that it can find 
great number of levitating practices soon after the local 
sunset and before sunrise. The local - vertical profile of 
the dust distribution can be measured by a system when 
the compact laser light source is activated. In this case the 
intensity of the scattered light maps the cross section of 
the vertical dust density profile.  
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Fig. 1. The measuring arrangement for the levitating dust 

layer observation by a Hunveyor-Husar team. 

 

The laser source and the camera are mounted on the 
(standing) Hunveyor lander while the Husar rover moves 
farther away, carrying a retroreflector like optical appara-
tus. The main difference from the retroreflector is that we 
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need a vertical curtain of light for mapping the dust dis-
tribution versus height, instead of a narrow beam. The 
modification means: using a cylindrical lens in front of a 
retroreflector.  

According to our calculations, in the Moon’s gravita-
tional field a few (two) electron charge is enough to levi-
tate about 1 micrometers particles, supposing about 10 
V/m electric field and 3 kg/m3 density. (For 5 microme-
ters grains we need 200, or much stronger electric field.) 
Because the size of the particles are larger than the wave-
length producing by the laser, the highly asymmetric Mie 
scattering predominates. The scattering produces sharper 
and more intense forward lobe for larger particles. (The 
conjecture is that dust particles have the largest concen-
tration in the height of 1 meter above the lunar surface.) 

 
 

Fig. 2. Measuring arrangement for the Husar rover with 

the cylindrical lens, retroreflector and light path. 

 

Description of the planetary surface experiment 

procedure: (1) Step one: the Husar rolls away a few tens 
of meters, carrying the modified retroreflector; (2) Step 
two: the DDM (Dust Distribution Mapping) located on 
the HUNVEYOR aims the retoreflector; (3) Step three: 
the DDM takes dark reference picture (without laser ON); 
(4) Step four: the DDM takes pictures with laser ON. The 
procedure above repeats for different distances and in 
different directions. 

The laser source used in terrestrial counterpart 

experiment: The above described experiments can also be 
conducted on Earth, for educational purpose, with some 
limitations. For terrestrial realization it may be important 
to use a laser device producing yellowish green or yellow 
spectrum. We have used a CW laser with 589nm wave-
length (easily observable in almost all kinds of weather 
conditions). The power of the laser is 50 mW average and 
the peak power can be even 96 mW. The basic divergence 
of the laser is 1.6 mrad. The system produces light at this 
wavelength by frequency-summing from two continuous-
wave Nd:YAG lasers, where one is emitting at 1064 nm, 
and the other at 1319 nm. The Nd:YAG lasers reach high 
single-frequency power by using the injection-locking 
technique, in which a low-power single-frequency beam 
is resonantly amplified. The two wavelengths are summed 

in the nonlinear material lithium triborate (LBO), again 
using resonant techniques. [1] In the terrestrial counter-
part experiment first we used an optical array in the front 
of the laser light source, we produced a laser line with 
9.37 degrees opening angle for the experiment. 

Asteroidal case: Electrostatic dust motion might be al-
so present on airless asteroids [11, 12, 13, 14] where similar 
experiments can be conducted in microgravity.  

Summary: The educational activity related to the Hun-
veyor-Husar program was to design the experiment in theory 
and to build both terrestrial realization and the Hunveyor-
Husar experimental arrangement.  
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